User Defined

1 = D  5 = G
2 = A♯  6 = C
3 = F

J = 140

Intro

Watch videos to get the idea and the timing!
B=Hit Bottom with your right hand

N=Hit body near neck with left hand!

S=Slightly tap strings and then slide

Listen to the song!

Always tap the bass notes!

1st Verse

mp ff mp ff mf f p f p f mp f

let ring-----i let ring let ring let ring-----i let ring
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2nd Verse

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{let ring} & \quad \text{let ring} \\
\text{let ring} & \quad \text{let ring} \\
\text{let ring} & \quad \text{let ring} \\
\text{let ring} & \quad \text{let ring}
\end{align*} \]
Not sure about this chord!

Intro theme